
INTRODUCTION
The strain rate has a wide range of effects on critical material properties and there are many

applications where materials are expected to perform under high strain rate conditions. In

this field, the approximations of the classic Engineering Approach compared with the True

Approach made possible by a fast camera and the necking induced freezing of the strain

rate effect have been studied.

RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

• Experimental Issues in SHTB tests and necking induced

freezing of the strain rate effect
Fast Camera recording is crucial in a SHTB tests because it is the only way to monitor the

variation of the diameter of the specimen during the test and to obtain the true curve of the

material, the only one able to completely characterize its behaviour.

To prove this, the usual procedures for tensile tests with the Split Hopkinson Tension Bar

(SHTB) and for the successive calculation of the relevant material variables were analysed,

in order to estimate the possible approximations. The effects of the specimen

length/diameter ratio and that of the necking on the dynamic hardening were investigated by

experiments, according to the classical SHTB procedures and to the more advanced

camera assisted technique. The engineering variables (stress, strain and strain rate), based

on strain gauges readings along the bars, were compared to the corresponding true

variables, only achievable by high speed camera–assisted tests and successive optical

measurements of the evolving diameter of the specimen.

Comparing the engineering curves obtained with the classic approach with the true curves

obtained thanks to the fast camera acquisition for FEN steel specimens (Figure 4), it is

possible to see that the specimen slenderness greatly influences the engineering variables

while not affecting at all the true variables; the comparison also gives a quantitative

estimation of how much the effective values of stress and strain are underestimated by the

engineering approach. The conclusion from the above considerations is that fully “true”

experimental data based on fast camera acquisitions and optical measurements of the

specimen diameter are essential for delivering good experimental accuracy in the dynamic

characterization. Finally, the necking onset was demonstrated to freeze the sensitivity of the

stress-strain curve to the strain rate; this feature, supported by both experiments and finite

elements analyses, might have a considerable impact on the whole dynamic

characterization by means of SHTB of ductile metals undergoing large post necking strains

before failure.

INTRODUCTION
The elastoplastic characterization consists of the determination, by way of experimental

tests, of the hardening curve of the material. Modern materials are very ductile so they can

be subjected to large deformations before failure; this is very helpful in the manufacturing

design of many components involving, for example, forming processes. These kind of

processes are often simulated with FEM analysis but, without a correct representation of the

material plastic behaviour and failure, this tool is inefficient. In this field, a new yield model

based on all the stress invariants and a novel experimental characterization method have

been developed.

RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

• New Yield Model
The new yield model proposed here is able to take into account not only the second

invariant of stress, typically used in the classic approach, but also the effect of the others

two invariants. The mathematical formulation of the new yield function is the following:

where σTE is the reference tensile hardening function of the material, σSH is the reference

torsion hardening function of the material, θ is the Lode Angle, θ* is the Lode Angle of a

reference test and qa is the parameter of the model to be tuned as a function of the material.

The new model was implemented in a Fortran script to be run within the FEM software

Marc® and it was checked against literature experimental data on Ti6Al4V by

Allahverdizadeh, Nima, et al. (2015) [1]. The above experimental campaign includes pure

tension, pure torsion and mixed tension-torsion tests. In Figure 1, the experimental results

are compared to the predictions of the proposed yield criteria (plots A and C) and to the

outcome of finite elements with standard Mises plasticity (plots B and D) showing the

effectiveness of the new model.

• Novel Experimental Characterization Method
In collaboration with the research group of Prof. Verleysen of Ghent University, a new

methodology was developed for translating the engineering curves, coming from tensile

tests, into the more accurate true curves via material-independent mathematical tools

named MVB functions, which only depend on the necking initiation strain and on the aspect

ratio of the undeformed cross section. To obtain such procedure, several FEM simulations

were made of the tensile tests for the investigated cross sections. The new procedure was

successfully validated for an aluminium alloy thin rectangular specimen, a carbon steel

round specimen and a mild steel thick rectangular specimen. In Figure 2 are shown the

procedure for obtaining the MVB and the applications results.

[1] Allahverdizadeh et al. "An experimental and numerical study for the damage characterization of a Ti–6AL–4V titanium

alloy." International Journal of Mechanical Sciences (2015): 32-47
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Figure 1: FEM by new model yield and by von Mises yield compared to the experimental data
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 Three months at the University of Ghent, Belgium, working in the research group of Prof. Verleysen on plasticity of metals.

Figure 3: Classic SHTB setup and upgraded setup with the fast camera

Figure 4: Engineering and True Curves of the FEN specimens

Figure 2: MVB calculation and applications


